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ABSTRACT

This paper demonstrates our work on the survey of pre-trained transformer models for text narration from tabular data. Understanding the meaning of data from tables or any other data source requires human effort and time to interpret the content. In this era of internet where data is exponentially growing and massive improvement in technology, we propose an NLP (Natural Language Processing) based approach where we can generate the meaningful text from the table without the human intervention. In this paper we propose transformer-based models with the goal to generate natural human interpretable language text generated from the input tables. We propose transformer based pre-trained model that is trained with structured and context rich tables and their respective summaries. We present comprehensive comparison between different transformer-based models and conclude with mentioning key points and future research roadmap.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Natural language processing (NLP) is massively growing field and being used in wide range of applications and features. Table to text generation is a segment, which aims at generating meaningful and descriptive text about defined information in structured data. Few applications in this segment include generating sentences given medical tabular data, descriptions of restaurant menus given meaningful representations, summaries from cricket/football game score tables, generating meaningful text from tables in Wikipedia, converting statistical stock market tables to easily understandable textual form, etc. Existing table to text models has provided a checkpoint for narrating text from tables but those are not completely efficient and reliable as they are exposed to hallucination which means the generated text is meaningful, but it is not related to the source that means it lacks faithfulness.

In this paper we have chosen 3 transformer-based models namely:

- T5
- BART
- mBART
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Mike Lewis et al., proposes the research work for BART [1]. It introduces BART as a pre-training model approach that learns to map corrupted documents/text to the original one. This paper contains the working architecture as well as the details about the pretrained model and experimental results along with the comparison with other models.

Yinhan Liu et al., proposed the research work for MBART [2]. In this work, authors presented mBART that is a multilingual sequence to sequence model. mBART is a pre-trained by applying the BART to large-scale monolingual corpus on many languages. It contains the detailed analysis on mBART with different ranges and experimental results.

A study on comparison between Bart, t5 and GPT-2 [3] along with experimental conclusions. Its findings show that BART and T5 perform quite better and gives better results than GPT-2 for the chosen task.

Xinyu Xing et al., published the research work for table to text [4]. It proposes the use of STTP model along with the experimental results and comparison with Bart model.

Yang Yang et al., proposed the research work [5] using transformer. It uses the WIKIBIO dataset and proposed a transformer-based model to study several data to text generation tasks.

Tianyu Liu et al., proposed the text narration from table [8] from an entity-centric view. They have used WIKIPERSON dataset contains around 250000, 30000, and 29000 (table, text) pairs in training, validation, and test sets respectively. They have tried decreasing the hallucinated data and increasing faithfulness by evaluating the faithfulness with two entity-centric metrics, both are proven to have good agreement with human perspective. They have also experimented the comparison of transformer and Bart model.

3. BACKGROUND

3.1. Table to Text

A Table is a widely used type of data source on the web, which has a definite structure and contains useful information. Interpreting the meaning of a table and understanding, explaining its content is an important problem in artificial intelligence, with innovative applications like question answering, in search engines and many more. The task of text narration from tables could be used to support many applications, such as conversational agents and various interpretation browsers. As well as the task can be used to generate meaningful sentences for the well-structured tables on the Internet.

3.2. Transformers

Before transformers were introduced, most SOTA (state-of-the-art) NLP systems used to rely on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated recurrent units (GRUs), with the help of added attention mechanisms. Transformers also tends to make use of attention mechanism but, unlike RNN, they do not have a recurrent structure which means that given enough training data, attention mechanisms can match the performance of RNN with attention.
3.2.1. T5

T5 stands for “Text to Text Transfer Transformer”. T5 tries to combine all the downstream tasks into a text to text format. T5 is versioned into various types as per sizes:

- t5-small
- t5-base
- t5-large
- t5-3b
- t5-11b.

3.2.2. BART

BART stands for “Bidirectional Auto-Regressive Transformers.” BART is a transformer-based Sequence to Sequence model that makes use of corrupted source text. BART can be seen as a combination of BERT and GPT2 which tries generalizing Bert due to the bidirectional encoder and GPT2 with the left to right decoder.

3.2.3. mBART

mBART stands for “Multilingual Bidirectional Auto-Regressive Transformers” MBART is a multilingual encoder-decoder sequence to sequence model which is based on transformers primarily used for translation task but not restricted to that. As the model is multilingual it expects the sequences in a different format.

4. ARCHITECTURE

In this paper we have taken transformer-based models which include T5, BART, mBART for carrying out the comparison task. We have provided our explanation and understanding for the same.

4.1. T5

T5 is an encoder-decoder model which is pre-trained on a multitask which is a mixture of both unsupervised as well as supervised tasks and for which each task is converted into a text to text format. T5 works well on a variety of tasks by prepending a different prefix to the input corresponding to each task, e.g., for translation: translate English to German, summarizing text, predicting similarity score among 2 sentences.
Fig. 1. Architecture of Transformer (T5)

Fig. 1 illustrate the architecture of transformer. The Transformer architecture consists of the Encoder block which is towards the left and the Decoder block which is towards the right.

Encoder: Encoder block consists of a stack of N identical layers. Every layer has a multi-head attention layer.

Decoder: The decoder stack also consists of 6 identical layers. Each decoder layer has 2 multi-head attention layers, followed by a feed forward neural network.

Fig. 2. T5 FLOWCHART

Fig. 2 illustrate the T5 framework. Many tasks can be casted into this framework like language translation, classification task, regression task other sequence to sequence tasks like document summarization for example, summarizing articles from websites, etc.

4.2. BART

BART is a self-supervised Sequence to Sequence auto-encoder model where we send the source data and add some noise to corrupt text, this data we send to the Denoiser which is an encoder decoder model, and then we get the regenerated text at the end. Here Regenerated text gives the feedback back to the Denoiser. i.e., Loss Optimization via Backpropagation. This model works well and gives the best performance when used for Natural Language Generation tasks like translation, summarization but it is also working perfectly for tasks like text classification, Q&A.
Fig. 3 illustrate the architecture of BART. We have explained this architecture in detail in this paper.

We can say BART is a modified version of Sequence-to-Sequence model made to work as an auto-encoder. Only difference in BART architecture is the use of GELU instead of RELU activation layer. If we compare BART with BERT, BART doesn’t make use of a feed-forward network at the top for word prediction while BERT does. BART uses just approximately 10% more parameters compared to equivalent BERT. BART achieves better performance for language generation tasks compared to BERT.

Applications of BART:

We can fine-tune BART achieving better performance for the following tasks:

- Sequence Generation
- Token Classification
- Sequence Classification
- Machine Translation

4.3. mBART

mBART is a sequence to sequence denoising auto-encoder model for pretraining a complete sequence to sequence model by denoising full texts in multiple languages, while earlier approaches have concentrated only on the encoder, decoder, or reconstructing parts of the text. The best part about mBART model is that it learns some structure of the languages during pretraining, and this structure goes beyond linguistic borders and allows intrinsic knowledge transfer between languages. This language-transfer significantly outperform fine-tuning on the target language pair and can be the turning point for some applications.

5. Inference

In this paper we did a comparative survey on three transformer-based models for text generation from tabular data.

- One of the advantages of using T5 model against other models is that it does not provide a label or a span of the inputs as an output to the provided input sentence, but instead it generates the output as a string formatted text.
- BART is extremely flexible and can account for nonlineairities and interactions without overfitting due to the Bayesian priors. In addition, BART’s default tuning parameters are effective in many cases.
In short, we can describe mBART as a multilingual model with encoder-decoder primarily used for translation task but not limited to that. Being multilingual in nature it expects the sequences in a different format.

6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have done the survey on three transformer based models for Table to text generation and approaches for the same. As an extension to this research work, we are planning to implement transformer based T5 model as our use case. We will be using the ToTTo dataset which is published by google and train the model on maximum possible epochs and optimize the solution by creating dynamic interface where we can provide our input and predict the meaningful sentence as an output from the model.
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